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ABSTRACT
We investigate the build-up of the galactic dynamo and subsequently the origin of a
magnetic driven outflow. We use a setup of an isolated disc galaxy with a realistic
circum-galactic medium (CGM). We find good agreement of the galactic dynamo with
theoretical and observational predictions from the radial and toroidal components of
the magnetic field as function of radius and disc scale height. We find several field
reversals indicating dipole structure at early times and quadrupole structure at late
times. Together with the magnetic pitch angle and the dynamo control parameters
Rα, Rω and D we present strong evidence for an α2-Ω dynamo. The formation of a
bar in the centre leads to further amplification of the magnetic field via adiabatic
compression which subsequently drives an outflow. Due to the Parker-Instability the
magnetic field lines rise to the edge of the disc, break out and expand freely in the
CGM driven by the magnetic pressure. Finally, we investigate the correlation between
magnetic field and star formation rate. Globally, we find that the magnetic field is
increasing as function of the star formation rate surface density with a slope between
0.3 and 0.45 in good agreement with predictions from theory and observations. Locally,
we find that the magnetic field can decrease while star formation increases. We find
that this effect is correlated with the diffusion of magnetic field from the spiral arms
to the inter-arm regions which we explicitly include by solving the induction equation
and accounting for non-linear terms.
Key words: methods: numerical – galaxies: general – galaxies: evolution – galaxies:
magnetic fields – galaxies: formation
1 INTRODUCTION
Magnetic fields are a quantity of paramount importance in
the Universe. Their influence ranges from the interior of the
earth and the sun over interactions with dust in proto plan-
etary and proto stellar discs to molecular clouds and finally
galaxies, galaxy clusters and the large scale structure of the
Universe.
Observationally, there are a few common tracers to
quantify the presence of magnetic fields in the nearby Uni-
verse, like the radio synchrotron emission and its polariza-
tion along the line of sight, the Faraday rotation measure
? E-mail: usteinw@usm.lmu.de
† E-mail: uli@mpa-garching.mpg.de
or the Zeeman-splitting of star light within galaxies. Using
these methods the magnetic field strengths of nearby galax-
ies are very well constrained. By assuming that the magnetic
field is in equipartition with the other energetic components
of a galaxy the magnetic field strength can be determined
to a few µG (e.g. Niklas et al. 1995; Fletcher 2010). Higher
magnetic field strengths up to 50 µG are observed in the spi-
ral arms of galaxies (e.g. Beck 2015; Han 2017). The highest
magnetic fields can be found in starburst galaxies (Chyz˙y
et al. 2003; Beck 2005; Heesen et al. 2011) or in the galactic
centre (e.g. Robishaw et al. 2008) and can reach values up to
1 mG. There is observational evidence that the energy den-
sity generated by the magnetic field can be dynamically im-
portant. Beck (2007), Basu & Roy (2013), Tabatabaei et al.
(2008) find in different galaxies that the magnetic energy
© 2019 The Authors
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density can be in the same order of magnitude as the energy
density induced by the turbulent motions within the ISM,
indicating that the ISM is a low β-plasma where β is the
ratio between thermal and magnetic pressure.
The morphology of magnetic fields can be investigated
by the emission of synchrotron radiation in spiral galax-
ies. The results indicate that the magnetic fields of spiral
galaxies can show a spiral structure itself which is especially
prominent in so called grand design spiral galaxies like M51
and M83 (Patrikeev et al. 2006; Beck et al. 2013; Houde et al.
2013). In spiral galaxies with strong density wave structure
the magnetic fields morphology is often tightly bound to the
spiral structure of the density waves. However, if the den-
sity waves are sub-dominant the large scale ordered magnetic
fields do not necessarily align with the spiral structure of the
gaseous arms (Beck 2015; Han 2017). Faraday rotation mea-
surements of polarized sources in the radio continuum can
be utilized to determine the morphology and the strength
of magnetic fields in nearby spiral galaxies and the Milky
Way(e.g. Han et al. 2018). However, the Faraday rotation
measure is a not single valued estimate of the magnetic field
structure if there are various sources with different rotations
and a variety of internal structure. In this cases the physical
meaning of the RM measurements remains unclear. In those
cases the RM-measurements can be replaced by the Fara-
day depth (Rotation measure synthesis) method to obtain
information about the magnetic field strength and structure
(e.g. Burn 1966; Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005; Heald et al.
2015; Sun et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2016). To interpret and
understand the data obtained from these methods it is im-
portant to build detailed theoretical models that lead to a
more detailed picture of the physical interpretation.
Further, the magnetic field can play an important role
in regulating the star formation process on galactic scales.
In observations it has been observed that the total magnetic
field strength is directly correlated with the star formation
rate density with a power law scaling exponent that is mea-
sured between 0.18 (Chyz˙y et al. 2007) and 0.3 (Heesen et al.
2014). However, recent observations of molecular clouds in
NGC 1097 indicate that locally the star formation surface
density might also show an anti correlation with increasing
magnetic field (Tabatabaei et al. 2018).
Although the field strengths of magnetic fields in nearby
galaxies are very well known, the origin of those magnetic
fields is still under debate. It is possible to generate tiny seed
fields with 10−20 G via the Biermann-battery process (e.g.
Biermann 1950; Mishustin & Ruzmaˇikin 1972; Zeldovich
et al. 1983) or by phase transitions in the early universe.
(e.g. Hogan 1983; Ruzmaikin et al. 1988a,b; Widrow 2002).
Once these seed fields are present they can be amplified
via different dynamo processes. The three major ones are
given by the cosmic ray driven dynamo (Lesch & Hanasz
2003; Hanasz et al. 2009), the α − Ω-dynamo (Ruzmaikin
et al. 1979) and the small scale turbulent dynamo (Kazant-
sev 1968; Kraichnan 1968; Kazantsev et al. 1985). While
the cosmic ray driven dynamo and the α-Ω dynamo operate
close to Gyr timescales the small scale turbulent dynamo op-
erates on Myr timescales and can therefore lead to a rapid
growth of the magnetic field on short galactic timescales. In
the small scale turbulent dynamo the magnetic field lines
are stretched, twisted and folded due to turbulence on the
smallest scales in the ISM which leads to an amplification
of the magnetic field. The field is then regulated by random
motion on the larger scales (Zeldovich et al. 1983; Kulsrud
& Anderson 1992; Kulsrud et al. 1997; Malyshkin & Kul-
srud 2002; Schekochihin et al. 2002, 2004; Schleicher et al.
2010). The turbulence on the smallest scales can be driven by
various physical processes with SN-feedback being the most
prominent one (e.g. Elmegreen & Scalo 2004). Further, theo-
retical calculations can predict the structure of the magnetic
field which turns out to be either dipolar or quadrupolar
(Shukurov et al. 2019), whereby the quadrupolar structures
decay faster if the dynamo action is switched off. The field
structure can then be determined by the symmetry of the
magnetic field around the mid plane, where uneven symme-
try determines a dipolar field while even symmetry indicates
a quadrupolar field.
Recently, there have been various simulations of iso-
lated galaxies, cosmological zoom-in simulations and larger
cosmological volumes that include a prescription for solv-
ing the equations of magneto hydrodynamics. These simu-
lations provide strong evidence for a small scale turbulent
dynamo on scales of galaxies (Beck et al. 2012; Pakmor &
Springel 2013; Rieder & Teyssier 2016; Butsky et al. 2017;
Pakmor et al. 2017; Rieder & Teyssier 2017; Steinwandel
et al. 2019) and galaxy clusters (Dolag et al. 1999, 2001; Xu
et al. 2009; Vazza et al. 2018; Roh et al. 2019). All of these
simulations find indications in the magnetic power spectra
for small scale turbulence driven amplification of the mag-
netic field. The origin of the turbulence on the small scales is
in all cases mostly dominated by the feedback of supernovae
(e.g. Somerville & Dave´ 2015; Naab & Ostriker 2017).
Pakmor & Springel (2013) and Steinwandel et al. (2019)
discuss the possibility of outflows that are driven by the
magnetic pressure only, finding a slight decrease in the star
formation rates in systems that are more massive than 1010
M. Both studies note that the condition for magnetic out-
flows are given if the magnetic pressure is dominating over
the thermal pressure of the galaxy. Low mass systems are
only weakly influenced by magnetic outflows because the
amplification process of the magnetic field is merely inac-
tive due to shallow potential wells and the low star forma-
tion rate that leads to a small amount of supernovae and
therefore no source for small scale turbulence (apart from
accretion shocks). Moreover, the α-Ω dynamo is not con-
tributing much to the amplification of the magnetic field.
In the higher mass systems there is a magnetic driven wind
which has the potential to contribute as an additional feed-
back process to the matter cycle within galaxies. Usually,
there are two main sources that can drive galactic outflows
that are well studied in both, observations an simulations
and regulate the baryon-cycle in galaxies, namely supernova-
feedback and the feedback of active galactic nuclei (AGN).
This paper is structured as follows. In chapter 2 we
present some of the fundamental findings of galactic dynamo
theory. In chapter 3 we present the simulation suite that we
use for our analysis alongside with the galactic model and
the applied physics modules. In chapter 4 we investigate the
origins and the properties of magnetic driven winds. In chap-
ter 5 we discuss the results, presenting different properties
from the dynamo theory. In chapter 6 we discuss the cor-
relation between the magnetic field and the star formation
rate. Finally, we present a summary of our work alongside
with the conclusions and limits of the model in section 7.
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2 FUNDAMENTALS OF DYNAMO-THEORY
As the magnetic field is enhanced by the acting galactic
dynamo we can follow the build-up of its structure. The
fundamentals of dynamo theory can be derived from the
induction equation of magneto hydrodynamics (MHD).
∂B
∂t
= ∇ × (v ×B) − ∇ × η(∇ ×B). (1)
where η is the magnetic resistivity, B the magnetic field
and v the gas velocity. Regarding this equation, magnetic
fields can be amplified when small magnetic seed fields are
twisted by fluid flows. In classical MHD the magnetic field
is tightly coupled to the movement of the gas. In this pic-
ture the galaxy provides the large scale velocity structure
due to differential rotation of the disc. Therefore, the under-
standing of the velocity structure of a galaxy can lead to the
understanding of the build-up of the magnetic field within
the galaxy. In spiral galaxies the gas is rotating differentially
within the potential that is provided by the dark matter halo
of the galaxy and its stellar disc and bulge. Various processes
like bar-instabilities or tidal forces due to gravitational in-
teraction, in spiral galaxies transport angular momentum
outwards and mass inwards. Therefore, the centre of the
galaxy is constantly provided with gas that moves towards
the centre. This gas cools, forms stars and eventually gen-
erates feedback by star-burst driven winds or winds driven
by the feedback of Supernovae (SNe) which can lead to en-
richment of the galactic halo. In disc galaxies the dominant
component of the velocity is given as the axis symmetric
rotation with usually only very small velocity components
perpendicular to the galactic disc (which can be interpret as
the turbulent motion of the fluid). This rotational velocity
structure of the galactic disc is therefore highly complicated
but its evolution is tightly coupled to the large scale com-
ponents of the galaxy, like its dark matter halo, the stellar
disc and the bulge.
Apart from the large scale velocity structure of the
galaxy, small scale perturbations in the velocity can be
generated by various feedback processes within the ISM
(e.g. stellar wind feedback, supernova-feedback, collisions of
molecular clouds, feedback of active galactic nuclei) which
stir the gas and introduce small scale vertical motions that
lead finally to the build-up of ISM-MHD turbulence. This
introduces two effects that have to be considered to under-
stand the build-up of magnetic fields in spiral galaxies. The
first one is the so called helicity (convective turbulent mo-
tion of the gas, perpendicular to the disc) which enhances
the magnetic field strength and supports the galactic dy-
namo. The second one is the turbulent diffusion which leads
to a loss of magnetic energy due to (partially) reconnecting
magnetic field lines. In this process magnetic energy that is
carried by the magnetic field lines is converted into thermal
energy. Therefore, this process works against the galactic dy-
namo. By including the small scale perturbations that are
introduced over various feedback processes in the ISM one
can derive the mean field dynamo equation following for ex-
ample Wielebinski & Krause (1993), Sur et al. (2007) and
Brandenburg (2009). Within the scope of the mean field dy-
namo the velocity field and the magnetic field can be written
as follows
v = 〈v〉 + v(1), (2)
B = 〈B〉 + B(1), (3)
where v(1) and B(1) denote the small scale fluctuations of
the velocity field and the magnetic field, respectively. The
small scale fluctuations in the velocity field are locked to the
small scale fluctuations in the magnetic field and coupled via
∇×α〈B〉 with α given by Zeldovich et al. (1983) via 13 τ〈v(1) ·
(∇ × v(1))〉 and ηT∆〈B〉 where ηT is the turbulent diffusion
coefficient. It is directly proportional to the turbulent length
scale lturb and the turbulent velocity vturb. This leads to the
dynamo equation given by
∂B
∂t
= ∇ × (v × B) + ∇ × αB. (4)
We assume that the magnetic diffusivity is small and not
strongly dependent on the environment. However, this is
a rough approximation that breaks down in strong shocks
that give an upper limit on the magnetic field amplifica-
tion. In this picture the magnetic field is amplified in a two
stage process. First the radial component Br is amplified
via small scale radial motion (convective turbulence and/or
buoyancy). In the second step Bϕ is generated via the Ω-
effect (large scale rotation of the axis-symmetric component)
from Br . This behaviour can be directly seen from writing
down the rate of change of the single magnetic field compo-
nents in cylindrical coordinates given as:
∂Br
∂t
= −Br vrr −
1
r
Br
∂vϕ
∂ϕ
− Br ∂vz
∂z
+
1
r
Bϕ
∂vr
∂ϕ
+Bz
∂vr
∂z
− vr ∂Br
∂r
− vϕ
r
Br
∂ϕ
− vz ∂Br
∂z
,
(5)
∂Bϕ
∂t
= −Bϕ ∂vr
∂r
− Bϕ ∂vz
∂z
+ Br
∂vϕ
∂r
+ Bz
∂vϕ
∂z
−vr
∂Bϕ
∂r
− vϕ
r
∂Bϕ
∂ϕ
− vz
Bϕ
∂z
− vϕ ∂Br
∂r
,
(6)
∂Bz
∂t
= −Bz vrr − Bz
∂vr
∂r
− 1
r
Bz
∂vϕ
∂ϕ
+ Br
∂vz
∂r
+
1
r
Bϕ
∂vz
∂ϕ
− vr ∂Bz
∂r
− vϕ
r
Bz
∂ϕ
− vz ∂Bz
∂z
.
(7)
If we assume the system of interest to be a razor thin, dif-
ferentially rotating galactic disc then we can cross out some
terms from the above equations. Because differentially rotat-
ing systems have a flat rotation curve all terms with ∂vϕ/∂r
cancel out. Further, we can assume axis symmetry for the
velocity. This means that the velocity is independent of the
angle ϕ and a vanishing magnetic field in z-direction. The
magnetic field within the disc can then be written as follows
∂Br
∂t
= −Br vrr , (8)
∂Bϕ
∂t
= −Bϕ ∂vr
∂r
− vϕ Brr = Bϕ
∂vr
∂r
+ rBr
∂Ω
∂r
, (9)
with the angular velocity Ω. From the last term of equation
9 we directly see that a toroidal field is generated from an
already existing radial field by the large scale rotation of
the galactic disc. This effect is limited when all of the radial
field is wound up and therefore has been converted into a
toroidal field. However, due to radial inflow the radial field
can be compressed and subsequently amplified. Due to the
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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Figure 1. Schematic sketch of the galactic model we employ. The
system is consisting out of a stellar disk (light yellow), a stellar
bulge (dark yellow), a cold gas disc (blue) and a hot CGM (red).
The whole system is embedded in a large dark matter halo (light
blue).
Ω-effect this radially amplified magnetic field can again be
converted into a toroidal field and the process continues until
the equipartition field strength is reached and the dynamo
saturates.
3 SIMULATIONS
3.1 Simulation-code
All presented simulations are carried out with the Tree-
SPMHD code Gadget-3 (Springel 2005a). Gadget-3 solves
the equations of Newtonian gravity via a Tree-code (Barnes
& Hut 1986). The fluid equations are solved with a par-
ticle ansatz utilizing the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynam-
ics (SPH)-method. We use a modern version of SPH that
is presented in Beck et al. (2016) with artificial viscosity
and conduction terms to overcome known problems of the
method in terms of shock-capturing and fluid mixing insta-
bilities (Agertz et al. 2007; Junk et al. 2010). The details of
the implementation of the magnetohydrodynamics version
is presented in (Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009) and has been used
successfully in different studies (e.g. Kotarba et al. 2011;
Geng et al. 2012a,b; Beck et al. 2012, 2013; Steinwandel
et al. 2019). We are aware of the divergence cleaning con-
straints that can be problematic in particle methods. There-
fore, we use a divergence cleaning method following Powell
et al. (1999). For the presented set of simulations we showed
in Steinwandel et al. (2019) that the magnetic energy density
stays below the kinetic energy density for all times within
the simulation by at least a factor of 100, proofing the Powell
et al. (1999) cleaning scheme to be sufficient for the purpose
at hand. We note that we tested the Dedner et al. (2002)
cleaning scheme on the Milky Way-like models showing little
differences. This is expected as the simulations have quite
high resolution and large differences in the cleaning scheme
are only expected at low resolution with the Dedner et al.
(2002) cleaning scheme being more diffusive then the Powell
et al. (1999) cleaning scheme.
3.2 Galactic model
We use the Milky Way-like model of the set of simulations
that are presented in Steinwandel et al. (2019). This set
consists out of three galaxies with halo masses 1010 (DW ),
1011 (MM ) and 1012 M (MW ) with an explicit modeled
circum-galactic medium (CGM) that is motivated by obser-
vations of the CGM of the Milky Way (Miller & Bregman
2013) for the 1012 M galaxy. The CGMs for the lower mass
galaxies are scaled down versions of the high mass model
for the sake of simplicity. This model gives us the advantage
to provide accretion from the CGM to the disc and allows
detailed studies of the interaction between the disc and the
CGM in a controlled environment. We utilize two different
implementations of the magnetic field. In the first one a pri-
mordial magnetic field of 10−9 G is applied in x-direction
(denoted with the identifier primB if used). We note that
the equatorial plane is in the x-y plane. In the second one
the magnetic field is coupled to the supernova-explosions
and seeds a magnetic dipole in a certain region around an
exploding star. For the model details we refer to Beck et al.
(2013). This model is indicated with the identifier snB. As
we find almost no difference in the structure of the magnetic
field and the dynamical behaviour of the galaxy between the
models primB and snB we only perform the analysis of the
more realistic model snB and comment on the (slight) dif-
ferences witin the model primB if necessary.
All galaxies consist out of a dark matter halo that is
modeled via a Hernquist-profile (Hernquist 1993) a bulge,
a stellar disc and a gas disc that is consisting out of SPH-
particles. While the bulge is following a Hernquist-profile,
the stellar and the gas disc follow exponential surface density
profiles which are motivated by observations. These com-
ponents are modeled with the method that is presented in
Springel (2005b) with explicitly modelled particle profiles
for all components of the galaxy. The CGM is modeled sep-
arately as a β-profile (Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1978) as
SPH-particles from a glass-distribution with the given radial
density in spherical coordinates:
ρ(r) =
(
1 +
r2
r2c
) 3
2 β
(10)
The method that is used to build the galactic model is pre-
sented in detail in Steinwandel et al. (2019) and follows sim-
ilar implementations on galactic scales (e.g. Moster et al.
2010) and cluster scales (e.g. Donnert 2014). However, we
note that we introduced some small modifications to these
models to fit the environment of isolated galaxies without
perturbing the original system. We illustrate the model in
Figure 1. With this model it is possible to simulate a Milky
Way-like galaxy with the focus on resolving the galactic dy-
namo. We show an example of the resulting galactic system
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Projected gas densities (first and third row) and projected magnetic field strengths (second and fourth row) for the model
MW-SnB for two different points in time. The four panels on the left show the galaxy at t= 2 Gyr and the four panels on the right show
th galaxy at t=4 Gyr. For t= 2 Gyr, the thermal pressure is the dominating component in the ISM. The gas is captured in the potential
minimum and forms a razor thin disc. For t= 3 Gyr the situation has changed and the magnetic pressure is dominating the system driving
winds with mass loss rates of the order of a few M yr−1. We find three amplification processes at work in this kind of simulation. In
the beginning the magnetic field is amplified in the centre via adiabatic compression and a small scale turbulent dynamo in the centre,
while in the outer parts the magnetic field is amplified by the α-Ω dynamo. At later times the small scale turbulent dynamo is ultimately
switched off by the strong magnetic fields and only the α-Ω dynamo remains.
3.3 Previous Work
In Steinwandel et al. (2019) we already discussed the amplifi-
cation processes for the magnetic field that we can resolve in
our simulations and find strong evidence for three processes,
adiabatic compression, the α-Ω dynamo and the small scale
turbulent dynamo and showed agreement with other work
(e.g. Rieder & Teyssier 2016; Pakmor et al. 2017; Vazza et al.
2018). We identified the regimes of adiabatic compression via
the scaling law B ∝ ρ2/3 which can be obtained from the flux
freezing argument of ideal MHD that states that the mag-
netic flux through the surface of a collapsing gas cloud is con-
stant. The magnetic field can then only be amplified due to
collapse perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. We identi-
fied the α-Ω over the large scale rotation of the galactic disc.
The small scale turbulent dynamo could be identified by the
power-law slope that is predicted via Kazantsev (1968) in
the low magnetic power regime. Turbulence is driven on the
scales of a few 100 pc due to SN-feedback and leads to small
scale turbulent motion (similar to the α-effect). We further
found this process in the behaviour of the curvature of the
magnetic field lines in good agreement with the results of
Schekochihin et al. (2004). While these quantities are a good
observable for comparison with dynamo-theory they cannot
straight forward be obtained from observations. However,
there are a few observables that can quantify the dynamo
process and the higher order structure of the magnetic field
that can be observed, which we will discuss in section 5.
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Figure 3. Structure of the velocity field for t=2 Gyr on the left face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) and for t=2.5 Gyr on the right. The
gas within the disc rotates differentially until the outflow sets in. Shortly, before the outflow sets in we find that there is an in fall from
the CGM to the very centre of the galaxy which subsequently increases the density in the centre and adiabatic compression leads to an
increase of the magnetic pressure that subsequently drives the outflows. When the outflow is present we see that the gas is moving in
z-direction and falls back at later times.
4 BAR FORMATION AND MAGNETIC
DRIVEN OUTFLOWS
4.1 Formation of the magnetic driven outflow
In Steinwandel et al. (2019) we discussed the possibility of
outflows that are driven by the magnetic field alone. Due to
the amplification of the weak magnetic field in the beginning
of the simulation the system is in a high plasma β regime.
In this regime the system is completely supported by the
thermal pressure in the disc and the magnetic field has no
dynamic impact on the structure of the ISM. At later times
when the plasma β is of order 1 and the magnetic pressure is
of the same order of magnitude as the thermal pressure (or
even higher) the magnetic field becomes dynamically impor-
tant and can launch a highly magnetised, weak wind into the
outer regions of the surrounding CGM. The gas is acceler-
ated to a few 100 km s−1 during this process. In the following
we want to describe the launch process of the wind in more
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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Figure 4. Structure of the magnetic field for t=2 Gyr on the left face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) and for t=2.5 Gyr on the right.
Already in the beginning of the simulation we find a highly complicated structure in the magnetic field that is kept once the outflow is
present at later times. In the z-direction we find at later times that the field lines rise and their structure is in good agreement with what
is expected from the Parker-Instability.
detail. It is a combination of the acting small scale turbulent
dynamo in the innermost kpc of the disc, adiabatic compres-
sion of the field lines, the acting Parker-Instability1 that lifts
1 The fastest growing mode of the Parker-Instability is propor-
tional to the disc scale height. Therefore, to resolve the Parker In-
stability one has to resolve the disc scale height in the simulation.
As our resolution is 10 pc (limited by the gravitational-softening)
we resolve the disc scale height of roughly 200 pc well enough to
capture the buoyancy driven Parker-lobes.
the magnetic field lines above the disc within a few 100 Myrs
and the formation process of a bar which is destabilising the
central region of the galaxy. The launching process can be
subdivided in four stages.
(i) Small scale turbulent dynamo: The magnetic
field in the centre of the galaxy is amplified via the small
scale turbulent dynamo. The small scale turbulence is in-
duced by SN-feedback and accretion shocks generated by
the in falling gas from the CGM. The central regions of the
galaxy have the highest star formation rates (SFR) and sub-
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Figure 5. We show the density structure of the out-flowing gas
that is pushed out by the magnetic pressure. The peak number
density is around 0.003 cm−3 which is in good agreement with re-
sults from Girichidis et al. (2016) who find a similar peak number
density of the outflowing gas. In the case of Girichidis et al. (2016)
the outflow is driven by the feedback of supernovae. Surprisingly,
we find that our outflow which is driven by the magnetic pressure
can generate a similarly structured outflow.
sequently the highest SN-rates. The turbulence in the central
region leads to more effective star formation and amplifies
the magnetic field further. However, the amplification pro-
cess of the magnetic field over the dynamo saturates at a
few 10 µG in the centre.
(ii) Bar-formation: At around 1.8 Gyr the galaxy starts
to form a bar in the innermost kpc. Due to the high SFR in
this region the gas is quickly depleted, leading to the radial
gas in-fall due to the steep potential wells of the dark matter
potential in Milky Way-like galaxies. Subsequently this leads
to the formation of a bar, which gravitationally destabilises
the central region of the galaxy.
(iii) Mass accretion through the bar: Once the bar
has formed the central region of the galaxy can quickly ac-
crete mass by transporting mass along the bar towards the
centre while angular momentum is deposited in the outer re-
gion of the bar. The magnetic field can then be amplified by
adiabatic compression if there is a mass flux perpendicular
to the magnetic field lines and reach values of a few 100 µG
in the very centre of the galaxy.
(iv) Buoyancy Instability: Finally, magnetic field lines
are moving upwards (or downwards) driven by the Parker
or buoyancy instability. Due to the density gradient in z-
direction of the disc the magnetic field lines start to bend
and form a sinusoidal shape around the mid plane. The mass
on top of the field lines starts to flow down as mass can move
freely alongside the field lines in direction of the strongest
gravitational potential in the centre. This is significantly re-
ducing the mass that confined the magnetic field line against
the uprising pressure and the field lines rise. This process
continues until the field line reaches the edge of the disc.
The density in the ambient CGM is orders of magnitude
lower than in the disc. The magnetic pressure drives a wind
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Figure 6. Histograms of the outflowing gas for four different
points in time at t= 1 Gyr before the magnetic driven outflow sets
in (top left), at t= 2.1 Gyr shortly after the onset of the outflow
(top right), at t=2.5 Gyr during the outflow (bottom left) and at
t=3 Gyr (bottom right) when the outflow becomes weaker again.
We only investigate the star forming gas that is evacuated from
the disc. This process reduces star formation rate and magnetizes
the CGM. The high outflow velocities are in good agreement with
he upper limit for a pressure driven wind, set by the sound speed
within the CGM. Further, we note that the magnetic outflow
produces a variety of outflow velocities that are in good agreement
with what is expected from supernova-driven outflows. However,
here the magnetic pressure of the galactic magnetic field drives
the outflow. The field lines rise due to the Parker-Instability until
they break out of the galactic mid plane. Then they are pushed
forward by the magnetic pressure from the galactic centre.
into the CGM. The outflow velocity is hereby limited by the
speed of sound within the CGM which is a few 100 km s−1.
In Figure 3 we show the streamlines of the velocity within
10 kpc for two different points in time, t=2 Gyr (left) and
t=2.5 Gyr (right) in the face-on view (top) and the edge
on view (bottom). The face-on velocity structure is very
regular. The gas is orbiting the centre of the galaxies in
circular orbits before the outflow sets in. In vertical direc-
tion the centre of the galaxy is accumulating mass from the
CGM, which gravitationally destabilizes the central region
and leads to the formation of a bar in the innermost kpc
of the disc. In Figure 4 we show the same streamline maps
as in Figure 3 but for the magnetic field lines. Adiabatic
compression amplifies the magnetic field, the magnetic pres-
sure rises and magnetic field lines are pushed towards the
CGM on the time scales of roughly 500 Myr in good agree-
ment with the timescale of the Parker-Instability. We find
that the magnetic field structure is highly complicated due
to the ongoing dynamo action in the disc. This is present be-
fore and after the outflow sets in. Once the field lines reach
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Figure 7. Radial profiles in the disc of the radial (top) and toroidal components (bottom) of the magnetic field for the simulation
MW-SnB, for six different points in time, t=1 Gyr (blue), t=1.5 Gyr (orange), t=2 Gyr (green), t=2.5 Gyr (red), t=3 Gyr (purple) and
t=3.5 Gyr (brown). The highest magnetic field strengths can be observed in the centre. Both radial profiles indicate ongoing dynamo
action at later stages. In the beginning there is only a weak background field present which is only weakly amplified within the first Gyr.
The field is seeded by SNe in the ambient ISM where it is amplified due to small scale turbulence and large scale rotation. At later stages
the radial magnetic field components change the sign several times as function of the radius. From observations this is known as a first
indicator for ongoing dynamo action (Stein et al. 2019).
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Figure 8. We show the dependence of the radial and the toroidal magnetic field component as a function of the disc scale height for
six different points in time, t=1 Gyr (blue), t=1.5 Gyr (orange), t=2 Gyr (green), t=2.5 Gyr (red), t=3 Gyr (purple) and t=3.5 Gyr
(brown). At early times we find that the magnetic field distribution is anti-symmetric around the mid plane. This indicates a dipole
structure of the magnetic field at early stages of the dynamo. At later stages we find an even symmetry in the outer part of the galaxy
which is indicating a quadrupole field structure. However, we note that at this point the galaxy has build-up a wind which is disturbing
the magnetic field structure. We find indicators for dipole and quadrupole structure as well in the distribution of the toroidal field. The
vertical blue line indicates the position of the mid plane.
the edge of the disc they expand freely into the CGM until
they reach the speed of sound where the pressure support
becomes weak and the outflow velocity saturates. The wind
itself is then driven by uprising magnetic field lines due to
the Parker-Instability and can be imagined as a magnetic
supper bubble of Parker-lobes forming in the centre and ris-
ing to the edge of the disc where they finally break up and
expand towards the CGM (bottom right of Figure 4).
4.2 Structure of the outflow
We briefly discuss the structure of the magnetic driven out-
flow. In Figure 5 we show the distribution of the densities
within the outflow. The distribution peaks at a number den-
sity of around 0.003 cm−3 leading to the conclusion that most
of the gas in the outflow is very low density gas which is not
star forming. This is in agreement with the picture of the
Parker-Instability as the driver for the outflow. The mass on
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Figure 9. Pitch angle as the function of the radius for different points in time, t=1 Gyr (blue), t=1.5 Gyr (orange), t=2 Gyr (green),
t=2.5 Gyr (red), t=3 Gyr (purple) and t=3.5 Gyr (brown). At early times before the system is dominated by the outflow in the very
centre we can see negative values for the pitch angle ranging from −30 degree to roughly −5 degree. At alter times we find positive pitch
angles because the systems is heavily perturbed by the magnetic pressure driven wind. However, on average we can still reproduce the
correct radial trend. This agrees very well with the observations of M31 presented in Fletcher et al. (2000). Moreover, we find a saturation
value of roughly −5 degree in the outer parts of the disc which is in good agreement with dynamo models Haud (1981). We find very
good agreement with the dynamo model from Moss (1998) who predict an α2-Ω dynamo. Further, we find good agreement with the
Milky Way value which is around -15 degree at the solar orbit of roughly 8 kpc.
top of the field lines that bend due to the Parker-Instability
is falling down along the field lines reducing the mass that
supports the line against the uprising magnetic pressure.
The top of the field line consists therefore of lower density
gas that is pushed out by the pressure. We note that we
find second peak at even lower densities in Figure 5 which
is related to in-falling gas from the outermost regions of the
CGM.
Further, we investigate the outflow velocities. In Figure
6 we show the structure of the out-flowing velocities for four
different points in time, before the outflow (upper left), at
the beginning of the outflow (upper right), during the out-
flow (lower left) and at a later stage where the outflow gets
weaker again. Before the outflow sets in we find a very nar-
row distribution of the velocities perpendicular to the disc
with velocities of a few km s−1. When the outflow starts we
find a very wide distribution of velocities that reaches out to
roughly 600 km s−1. The peak in the centre are the particles
that belong to the disc. At a later stag of the outflow most
of the particles are flowing out with velocities between 50
km s−1 and 250 km s−1 with an extended tail of particles
that can reach still velocities up to 600 km s−1. We note
that these particles are located in the outer regions of the
CGM. At late stages the outflow gets weaker due to the de-
clining gas mass fractions as a result of star formation and
the outflow itself. As the outflow-velocities are smaller than
the escape velocity, the majority of the particles falls back to
the disc on the time scales of a few 100 Myrs. This recycling
flow can be seen in the bottom right panel of Figure 3.
5 GALACTIC DYNAMO IN MW-LIKE
GALAXIES
5.1 Structure of the magnetic field
First, we discuss the general magnetic field structure. In Fig-
ure 2 we show the projected gas densities and projected
MNRAS 000, 1–18 (2019)
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Figure 10. Physical properties that are important to classify the galactic dynamo of the galaxy MW-snB for six different points in
time,t=1 Gyr (blue), t=1.5 Gyr (orange), t=2 Gyr (green), t=2.5 Gyr (red), t=3 Gyr (purple) and t=3.5 Gyr (brown). The first two
points in time are before the outflow sets in, the third point in time is after the outflow is present. Top Left: Rotation curve of the
galaxy as a function of the radius. The rotation curve shows the typical behaviour of a Milky Way-like disc galaxy with a steep increase
in the innermost three kpc and a saturation at around 200 km s−1 in its outer parts. The oscillation at small radii at later times is a
result of the formation process of the bar in the very centre. Top Right: Rα as a function of the radius. This parameter quantifies the
contribution of the small scale vertical motion (α-effect) that is either introduced by small scale turbulence or rising buoyant bubbles in
the inner parts of the galaxy. It decreases with radius as there is only weak feedback present and the gas is mostly in pressure equilibrium.
Bottom Left: Rω as a function of the radius. This parameter quantifies the contribution of the large scale rotation of the galactic disc
(Ω-effect) to the dynamo process. Bottom Right: dynamo number D as a function of the radius. If the dynamo number is larger than
10 a large scale galactic dynamo is acting. In the beginning of the simulation we see a strong dynamo acting up to 6 kpc. At later times
when the bar starts to form the dynamo is suppressed and magnetic fields in the centre are amplified via adiabatic compression until the
mass inflow to the centre becomes only possible alongside the magnetic field lines due to the rising magnetic pressure.
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Figure 11. Star formation rate surface density as function of the gas surface density for four different points in time, t=1.5 Gyr (top
left), t=2.0 Gyr (top right), t=2.5 Gyr (bottom left) and t=3.0 Gyr (bottom right). The data was obtained by binning the data on a
grid with 256x256 bins. For every bin we calculated gas surface density and the star formation rate density per pixel (red dots). The blue
stars indicate the azimuthally averaged values of the red data cloud. In our simulations star formation follows the Kennicutt-relation
which we reproduce very good, also at later times within the galaxy.
magnetic field strengths for two different points in time.
We are able to follow three different amplification processes
of the magnetic field in this simulation, adiabatic compres-
sion of the field lines, the small scale turbulent dynamo (on
timescales of a few tens of Myrs) and the α-Ω-Dynamo (on
Gyr timescales). In the beginning of the simulation the mag-
netic field is amplified in the outer parts due to large scale
rotation and in the centre through amplification via turbu-
lence induced by the feedback of SNe. Later, the formation
of the bar in the centre leads to an increase of the mag-
netic field strength due to adiabatic compression. Material
can effectively be transported to the centre due to the bar
following the radial field lines within the bar. The Parker
Instability determines the threshold for increase of the mag-
netic field within the disc until the field lines break out of
the disc and form two giant magnetised lobes that lead to
the magnetic outflow.
In Figure 7 we show the radial profiles in the galactic
disc for the radial and toroidal components of the magnetic
field. In the beginning of the simulation both components
appear to be flat as a function of the radius. This is due to
the fact that at this point in time only a weak background
field is present in the simulation, that is only seeded by the
SNe in the ambient ISM due to our SN-seeding mechanism.
This small seed fields have to be amplified first. This in-
dicates that there is only weak dynamo action in the first
Gyr of the simulation. However, after that point in time we
can see that both the radial and the toroidal magnetic field
component change its sign as a function of radius. Observa-
tionally, this behaviour is correlated with ongoing dynamo
action within the galactic disc (Beck 2015; Stein et al. 2019).
In a dynamo the toroidal magnetic field component is gen-
erated via differential rotation from the radial field. This
effect is captured in the appearing asymmetry of the radial
and the toroidal magnetic field components.
Moreover, we can investigate the structure of the mag-
netic field as a function of the height above the mid plane.
We show the results for the radial and toroidal magnetic
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field component in Figure 8. We show the radial field as a
function of the scale height on the left for six different points
in time and the toroidal field as a function of the disc height
on the right. We can use both of these quantities to work
out the magnetic field structure that is present around the
mid plane. Dynamo theory predicts a dipole structure or
a qudrupolar field structure which results in a certain be-
haviour of the radial and the toroidal component around
the mid plane. If the radial and toroidal components are
anti symmetric around the mid plane this is an indicator
for a dipolar structure of the magnetic field. This picture is
consistent with the early stages of the dynamo within our
simulations. We find relatively weak magnetic fields in ra-
dial and toroidal direction indicating a dipole structure of
the magnetic field. However, at later stages the symmetry
becomes even which indicates quadrupolar field structure.
However, we note that we find an increase of the magnetic
field in the mid plane for both components once the system
becomes outflow dominated. Further, we note that we find
several field reversals at later stages with an even symmetry
which not only predicts a quadrupolar field structure but
also predicts a dynamo with several higher modes.
5.2 Pitch angle
From observations there are two strong indicators for ongo-
ing dynamo action within a galaxy. The first one is the be-
haviour of the radial and toroidal components of the mag-
netic field, the second one is the pitch angle p which pro-
vides straightforward evidence for dynamo action. This is
the shape of the projected magnetic field lines onto the plane
of the galactic disc and is given by
tan p =
Br
Bϕ
, (11)
where Br and Bϕ are the radial and toroidal component of
the magnetic field given in cylindrical coordinates given by
Br = Bx sin(ϕ) + By cos(ϕ), (12)
Bϕ = −Bx cos(ϕ) + By sin(ϕ). (13)
From observations the pitch angle can be constrained be-
tween −30 and −10 degree (e.g. Fletcher et al. 2000) which
is in good agreement with our results. We derived the pitch
angle from our simulation via equation 11 and show the re-
sult for six different points in time in Figure 9. At early times
the pitch angle is negative at a value of around −5 degree
and stays roughly constant as a function of the radius. At
later times we find pitch angles between −30 (in the centre)
and −5 degrees (in the outer parts). We note that we find
also positive pitch angles due to the structure in the distri-
bution of the magnetic field. At early stages this fluctuations
of the magnetic field are mostly due to the noise of our un-
derlying numerical scheme. At later stages the structure of
the magnetic field is mostly introduced by the outflow in
the centre which leads to a perturbation of the system. The
bump at roughly 12 kpc can be explained by hot gas that
is cooling down to the disc and a resulting accretion shock.
Once our system becomes dominated by the outflow in the
very centre the spiral structure becomes disrupted in the in-
nermost area of the galactic disk. Therefore, we can see a
positive pitch angle in this regime where our trailing spiral
arms lifted and twisted by uprising material from the disc
that is accelerated by the magnetic pressure. The pitch angle
can be estimated directly from dynamo theory in different
limits. We find good agreement with the results of Shukurov
(2000) who computed the pitch angle via
tan p = − l
h
√
Ω/r
∂Ω/∂r , (14)
with l as the disc scale length and h as the disc scale height.
For a flat rotation curve the term in the square-root of equa-
tion 14 is one and the pitch angle is only dependent on the
ratio l/h. For a Milky Way-like galaxy this gives a pitch an-
gle of roughly −15 degree. However, we note that this limit
is only valid if the parameter Dcrit is close to one. A more
detailed calculation with a better treatment for Dcrit is pre-
sented by Ruzmaikin et al. (1988a). Further, we find agree-
ment of the pitch angle with the results from Moss (1998)
and Haud (1981) and note that our structure for the pitch
angle is close to the α2-Ω dynamo shown in Moss (1998).
5.3 Dynamo control parameters
We determine the so called dynamo control parameters. In
the literature there are two Dynamo parameters of interest
that measure the contribution of the α-effect (Rα) and the
contribution of the Ω-effect (Rω). They are given by
Rα =
αh
β
, (15)
Rω =
Gh2
β
, (16)
where α is the strength of small scale vertical flows given
by α = l2Ω/h with the turbulent length scale l, the angular
velocity Ω and h the scale height of the disc. G = r∂Ω/∂r is
the shear rate that we can directly obtain from the shape of
the rotation curve of our Milky Way-like galaxy. The factor
β = 1/3lvturb with the turbulent length scale l and the tur-
bulent velocity vturb. Rα and Rω define the dynamo number
D = Rα · Rω which indicates Dynamo action for |D | > |Dcrit |,
with |Dcrit | ≈ 10. Before we start the determination of the
dynamo control parameters we justify the assumptions un-
der which we choose some of the parameters from above to
actually determine the dynamo control parameters. Espe-
cially, we want to justify our choices regarding the turbulent
length scale l and the turbulent velocity vturb that we as-
sume for our simulated galaxy. First, we note that within our
galactic model it is hard to track turbulence in the first place
which is due to our pressure floor sub grid model. However,
keeping this issue in mind, determining the turbulent length
scale can be self-consistently done by computing the velocity
power spectra and measuring the injection scale for our in-
duced turbulence before the start of the turbulent cascade.
We obtain the power spectra with the code SPHMapper
(Ro¨ttgers & Arth 2018) by properly binning the data to a
mesh with the same kernel that we used for our SPMHD-
simulation. By doing this we obtain an injection scale of
roughly 100 pc. This value is in very good agreement with
the radius of SN-remnants at the time of pressure equilib-
rium (e.g. Kim & Ostriker 2015). For the turbulent velocity
we assume the mean rms of the velocities in each bin. For
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Figure 12. Magnetic field as function of the star formation rate density for four different point in time, t=1.5 Gyr (top left), t=2.0
Gyr (top right), t=2.5 Gyr (bottom left) and t=3.0 Gyr (bottom right). The data was obtained by binning the data on a grid with
256x256 bins. For every bin we calculated the integrated magnetic field and the star formation rate density per pixel (red dots). The blue
stars indicate the azimuthally averaged values of the red data cloud. The orange solid line shows the relation B ∝ Σ1/3SFR from Schleicher
& Beck (2013) which shows good agreement with our azimuthally averaged values. Further, the data we obtain is in good agreement
with observations (Beck 2015). The slope of the underlying Kennicutt-relation we the slope in the relation between B and Σsfr can
vary between 0.3 (for atomic gas, also orange line) and 0.45 (molecular gas, magenta line). However, we note that the scatter in the
distribution is relatively large which is a consequence of our stochastic star formation procedure which aims to reproduce the azimuthally
averaged Schmidt-Kennicutt relation. Therefore, the agreement with Schleicher & Beck (2013) is a consequence of our star formation
law in combination with ideal MHD in the flux freezing regime.
most bins this value is roughly around 10 km s−1. We show
radial profiles of the our rotation curve (top left), and the
dynamo control parameters Rα (top right) and Rω (bottom
left) and D (bottom right) for six different points in time
in Figure 10. We note that the shape of the dynamo con-
trol parameters is very similar between Rα, Rω and D but
the normalisation is different. This is mainly driven by the
similar shape of the rotation curves and the fact that radial
change of the shear goes as −Ω (in the leading term). We find
radially declining dynamo parameters for all times that we
display. Moreover, we note that we plot the absolute value
of the dynamo numbers. At early times we find that D is
greater than 10 in the very centre, indicating ongoing dy-
namo action (e.g. Shukurov et al. 2019). At later times the
dynamo parameters decrease faster and go below 10 in the
centre. Although that would indicate that dynamo action
is suppressed we note that the launching outflow introduces
a lot of noise within our bins for the turbulent velocity as
we measure it as the velocities z-component. Therefore, we
over-estimate the turbulent velocity in the central bins by at
least a factor of two which would then lead to dynamo con-
trol parameters larger than 10 showing still ongoing dynamo
action in the presence of the outflow.
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Figure 13.Magnetic field as a function of the local star formation
rate for six different points in time, t=1 Gyr (blue), t=1.5 Gyr
(orange), t=2 Gyr (green), t=2.5 Gyr (red), t=3 Gyr (purple) and
t=3.5 Gyr (brown). At early times we find that the magnetic field
is increasing with star formation rate. However, at later points
magnetic field tends to be constant as a function of the local
star formation rate or is even decreasing. At intermediate time
we find that the magnetic field is oscillating with increasing star
formation rate which indicates that there are regions in the galaxy
where the local star formation rate is increasing but the magnetic
field is decreasing.
6 CORRELATION BETWEEN STAR
FORMATION RATE AND MAGNETIC
FIELD
We investigate the dependence of the magnetic field on the
star formation rate. Schleicher & Beck (2013) find that the
magnetic field scales with the star formation rate in the fol-
lowing manner
B ∝ Σ1/3SFR. (17)
In Figure 11 we show that the star formation is following
the Kennicutt-relation for four different points in time. This
fact has an direct impact on the correlation of the star for-
mation rate with the magnetic field. This is shown in Figure
12 where we show the dependence of the magnetic field and
the star formation rate surface density ΣSFR for four differ-
ent points in time, t= 1.5 Gyr (top left), t= 2.0 Gyr (top
right), t= 2.5 Gyr (bottom left) and t= 3.0 Gyr (bottom
right). The orange and the magenta solid lines show the
power law dependencies that can be obtained from obser-
vations in the neutral and the molecular regime. The red
dots are obtained by binning the whole galaxy on a grid
with 256 x 256 cells. The magnetic field is then obtained
by integrating the LOS magnetic field. The star formation
surface density is obtained by integrating the LOS star for-
mation rate and normalizing it by the unit area. Therefore,
we can follow the global dependence of the SFR-surface den-
sity and the LOS magnetic field. Globally, we find very good
agreement with the results of Schleicher & Beck (2013) and
observations from Tabatabaei et al. (2013) and Niklas &
Beck (1997). However, we note that in a global picture of
our Milky Way-like galaxy we are constrained to this be-
haviour because our star formation is constrained by the
Kennicutt-relation with a slope of 1.4 for neutral gas and a
slope of 1 for molecular gas. For a saturated dynamo where
amplification of the magnetic flux can only be obtained by
adiabatic compression of the field lines this leads directly to
a relation with a similar slope than obtained by Schleicher &
Beck (2013). In dwarf irregulars smaller values are obtained
(Chyz˙y et al. 2011), but we find good agreement with obser-
vations of Milky-Way like spirals (e.g. Niklas & Beck 1997).
Further, we note the results of Tabatabaei et al. (2018) who
observed the centre of NGC 1047 and found a antic cor-
relation between the magnetic field strength and the star
formation rate surface density. We find the same if we look
on more local regions of the galaxy. While globally we are
constrained by the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation, locally we
can find that the magnetic field can behave differently. We
show evidence for this behaviour in Figure 13. Here we plot
the magnetic field as a function of the star formation rate.
This gives us the local dependence of the magnetic field and
the star formation rate. We find regions within the galaxy
that do not follow the global power law scaling and the mag-
netic field is decreasing as a function of the star formation
rate. This is consistent with the findings of Tabatabaei et al.
(2018) who observed several molecular clouds in the nearby
galaxy NGC 1097 and find a power law scaling with a neg-
ative exponent. In our simulations this effect is due to the
effect that we include a diffusion term within our induc-
tion equation. Magnetic field lines can be transported from
the spiral arms to the inter arm regions where they can be
twisted and folded by small scale turbulent motion and due
to the slightly lower densities but higher temperatures in the
spiral arms and subsequently be amplified. Although our res-
olution is not high enough to properly follow the formation
of molecular clouds within the Milky Way ISM, we propose
that a similar effect could be responsible for the observed
anti correlation between magnetic field and the star forma-
tion rate in molecular clouds where the magnetic field can be
transported and dissipated away from star forming regions
due to non-linear MHD effects and a smaller magnetic field
remains in regions with high star formation activity.
7 CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary
We investigated the build-up of the galactic dynamo in a
high resolution simulation of a Milky Way-like disc galaxy.
We find that the galactic dynamo is supported by the small
scale buoyant bubbles that rise and are twisted by the large
scale rotation of the disc. Further, the dynamo is supported
by supernova induced turbulence. Due to the amplification
of the magnetic field in the dynamo the magnetic pressure
in the disc quickly amplifies. In combination with the forma-
tion of a bar at 1.8 Myr this generates a large scale galactic
outflow that is driven by the magnetic pressure. Further, we
investigated the magnetic fields morphology in more detail
and computed the pitch angle and the dynamo numbers. In
the following we summarize our most important results.
(i) Magnetic driven outflows: We find a magnetic driven
outflow driven by the magnetic pressure. Due to the forma-
tion of a bar in the galactic centre the mass can be efficiently
accreted onto the very centre of the galaxy. The magnetic
field is amplified due to adiabatic compression of the field
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lines which increases the magnetic pressure. On timescales
of a few 100 Myr the field lines in the centre begin to rise
due to the buoyancy instability. Once the field lines reach
the edge of the disc, the bubble that is supported by the
magnetic pressure can further push out the material at the
edge of the disc. The outflow velocity is limited to the speed
of sound within the galactic CGM and can reach a few 100
km s−1. Although the peak outflow rate is at around 200 km
s−1 the outflow shows an extended tail towards higher veloc-
ities. Therefore, the pressure provided by the magnetic field
could indeed play a role for the interpretation of results from
Genzel et al. (2014) who observe a similar outflow structure.
While they can identify very high outflow velocities with the
activity of an AGN the exact origin of the lower velocities
remains unclear, but is believed to have supernova-feedback
as an origin.
(ii) Structure of the magnetic field: We investigated the
detail morphological structure of the magnetic field as func-
tion of the radius and disc scale height. In agreement with
predictions from dynamo theory we find that field reversals
in the radial and toroidal field components. The reversals in
the radial component are in agreement with recent observa-
tions from Stein et al. (2019) who showed for the first time
radial field reversals in observations of the nearby galaxy
NGC 4666. Moreover, we find toroidal field reversals which
can be observed as well (Beck 2015). Further, we find an in-
dication for an uneven symmetry of the radial magnetic field
and the toroidal magnetic field as a function of the disc scale
height in the beginning of the simulation. At later times we
find an even symmetry which is especially prominent in the
outer parts of the disc. From dynamo theory it is known
that the former is related to a dipole structure of the mag-
netic field while the latter is indicating a quadrupolar field
structure.
(iii) Pitch-angle: We investigate the magnetic pitch angle
as a function of the radius. Overall, we find good agreement
with our estimated magnetic pitch-angles from our simula-
tions and observations given by Fletcher et al. (2000). Fur-
ther, we note that our radial trend and the values for the
pitch angle are in good agreement with the results of Moss
(1998) who find evidence for an α2-Ω-dynamo which settles
in the outer part of the galaxy at roughly −5 degree. We
note that we also find positive magnetic pitch angles which
do not fit into the picture of the dynamo-theory. However,
we mostly find them at late times and in the centre of the
galactic disc, where the system becomes outflow dominated
and the magnetic field structure becomes much more com-
plicated.
(iv) Dynamo control parameters: Finally, we compute the
dynamo control parameters from our simulation. We mea-
sured the turbulent length scale as the injection scale of a
velocity power spectrum and calculated the turbulent veloc-
ity as the (random) movement of the particles within the
disc in z-direction, by assuming that the motion within the
galactic plane is ordered by the large scale rotation of the
disc. From that we obtained dynamo numbers that suggest
ongoing dynamo action until the outflow sets in. At later
stages the system is outflow dominated and the calculation
of the dynamo number becomes more complicated and be-
comes polluted by particles that belong to the outflow that
should not be included in the calculation of the dynamo pa-
rameters.
(v) Relation between SFR and magnetic field: Globally we
find that the SFR scales with the star formation rate surface
density with a power law slope between 0.3 and 0.45 in good
agreement with the results from Schleicher & Beck (2013),
Niklas & Beck (1997) and Tabatabaei et al. (2013). However,
locally in the spiral arms we find that the star formation
rate can increase while the magnetic field is decreasing due
to magnetic dissipation and diffusion which is included in
our MHD equations (Tabatabaei et al. 2018).
7.2 Model limitations
Although our galactic model works well in reproducing some
features known from a galactic dynamo its predictive power
is still limited. First of all, the galactic system is isolated.
While this setup is ideal to gain a deeper understanding of
how the galactic dynamo operates it still misses the cosmo-
logical background that would be provided by the large scale
structure of the Universe in close proximity of the galaxy.
Therefore, we cannot follow the cosmological build-up of the
galactic dynamo in a Milky Way-like disc galaxy and the
model can by no means be interpreted as a simulation that
represents the ab-initio generation of a galactic dynamo. An-
other important physics part that is missing within the sim-
ulation is the impact of cosmic rays. While the magnetic
field alone already has an impact on the evolution of the
galaxy the interaction of cosmic rays with magnetic fields is
potentially important and has shown to have the capability
to drive large scale galactic winds. Further, we note that we
rely on the cooling, star formation and feedback prescription
which is presented in Springel & Hernquist (2003). While
this allows us to follow the build-up of interstellar turbulence
it mostly remains sub-sonic. Other studies like Hu (2019)
and Su et al. (2018) use a more detailed prescription for
cooling and feedback that accounts for a proper treatment
of momentum generation during the Sedov-Taylor-phase of
a SN-remnant. Future studies should therefore investigate
the build-up of the galactic dynamo with a sub-grid model
for cooling, star formation and feedback that accounts for a
proper treatment of the small scale physics of the ISM. Re-
solving the small scale structure of the ISM within galaxy
formation simulations can therefore help to better under-
standing the detailed built-up of the dynamo in Milky Way-
like galaxies.
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